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Australians are a nation of diggers.  Excavation is traditional with us - it’s one of our national 
habits.  Along the coast, out on the islands, in the desert, there we are, busily at it.  Un-
earthing.  Mining, extracting, boring, drilling.  Minerals, ores, gems…coal, sand, 
water…uranium.  Bones too, sometimes, though usually by accident. 
 
But when it comes to History, we’re even better at burying. Only recently have we begun to 
dig into our past with any real capacity for facing what we all know lies under the surface. 
 
It’s been pretty much the same in our theatre.  For decades, right up until the 80s, the real 
impulse in Australian drama was usually to bury the hard stuff and mythologise the “good”: to 
heroicise our struggle with the land, beat up our stoic resilience, celebrate our larrikins and 
ockers.  All in the name of nation-building.  No taste for failure and shame, no room for guilt, 
no stomach for massacre stories. 
 
The last couple of decades, though, have seen a brave new turn towards a more dissident 
theatre, a post-“innocence” theatre of question and critique.  The best of it could be termed a 
“theatre of excavation”, carefully digging into the national psyche, picking away at the 
collective conscience.  Indigenous dramatists have been at the leading edge of this: Merritt, 
Gilbert, Davis, Maza, Bennett, Johnson, Chi.  Enoch and Mailman, of course, and others.  But 
some prominent non-indigenous writers, too, have felt compelled to dig beneath the surface 
and pick apart our comfortable stories.  Louis Nowra in particular has been almost obsessive 
in excavating a repressed colonial past, mapping out what he calls “the black hole of our 
History” (Nowra, in Makeham:31).  His contemporaries Stephen Sewell and Michael Gow 
have each, in different ways, been critical of Australians’ historical amnesia and political 
folly.  Of course there had been iconoclasts before these “Second Wave” dramatists of the 
80s, but not many.  Hewett and White certainly unsettled middle-class audiences in the 60s 
with their sharp, sardonic portraits of rural and suburban life; and dedicated political theatre 
artists - notably John Romeril, and, in Queensland, the Popular Theatre Troupe - were at the 
forefront of cultural activism in the 1970s.  (Romeril still is of course). 
 
This archaeological impulse is nowhere more apparent than in recent Queensland writing for 
the stage.  Janis Balodis’ landmark Ghosts Trilogy, for instance, is extraordinary in many 
respects, not the least being the sustained, twin metaphors of burial and excavation: 
floodwaters unearthing bones, fertiliser, flowers, the union of bodies and landscape.  William 
Yang’s beautiful self-portraits, though gentle in tone, exhume the personal demons associated 
with his growing up “different” in “The North”.  Errol O’Neill, Jill Shearer, Ned Manning and 
others have all probed deeply into Queensland’s cultural, political and historical life.  Therese 
Collie is noteworthy here: her 1999 play Goin’ to the Island, published in ignite 4, is 
especially interesting in this context for its treatment of (among other things) sandmining on 
Minjerribah (Stradbroke Island).  The hybrid works of Brink Visual Theatre, too, especially 
Under The Big Sky (1997) and Brittle (1998), use digitised sound and image, together with 
large-scale physical theatre forms, to “excavate the white occupation of Australia” 
(Lynch:n.p.). 
 
Frequently, this type of theatrical excavation engages a nature/culture opposition, itself one of 
the defining tensions in the Australian psyche.  In other words, what such works often explore 
is the tension between an apparently refined and civilised social order, and a more 
fundamental, primal underbelly laid bare by the drama: “For several millennia now, the 
Western tradition has been dominated by various human-centred views of the cosmos.  Nature 
has progressively been defined as ever more distant from human culture” (Rose:379).  This 
nature/culture dynamic produces, in turn, another tension between surface and repression, 
between the polite veneer of social convention and a manic, barely contained angst boiling 
away underneath. 
 
Commonly, the image of suburbia becomes a key site for the playing out of these oppositions: 
 
Suburbia constitutes one of Australia’s richest semiotic fields.  Its cultural 
meanings, however, constellate around the central image of the barren 
wasteland, a place of stifling conformity, crass materialism, and spiritual 
accidie (Gerster:20). 
 
In these terms, then, the backyard is figured as an apparently benign, but in fact deeply 
threatening familial/cultural space, shot through with the traces of unresolved conflict and 
repressed violence. 
 
Mirthless at the Powerhouse 
 
In October 2000, as part of the ENERGEX Brisbane Festival, twenty-five Theatre Studies 
students from QUT’s Academy of the Arts presented Mirthless: A Suburban Seduction at the 
Brisbane Powerhouse Centre for the Live Arts.  Led by London-based (but ex-Brisbane) solo 
performer and teacher Peta Lily, the students group-devised the show in the two months prior 
to opening.  Even before then, though, they had been discussing initial ideas with Peta via fax 
in London.  Many of their early suggestions were characterised by a darkly melancholic 
world-view - things like youth violence, corporate greed, human disconnectedness….Peta was 
reminded of Hamlet’s speech: “I have of late, but wherefore I know not, lost all my mirth.”  
At the same time, she had been thinking about The Graduate, a Broadway revival of which 
was playing in London at the time.  From the conjunction of these two sources came the 
show’s title, as well as a richly suggestive framework for animating the devising process. 
 
Made up of a complex, often idiosyncratic set of observations about family, suburbia, teenage 
rebellion and swimming pools, Mirthless: A Suburban Seduction is highly referential, drawing 
primarily upon Hamlet’s world, as well as that of Ben from the Graduate.  But Mirthless also 
extends the broader Australian tradition of theatrical excavation, conjuring up vivid suburban 
images recycled from Peta Lily’s own past, particularly her girlhood in 1960s Mount Gravatt.  
Burial and excavation are key dramatic images as the play’s suburban backyard setting 
becomes a symbolic locus of repressed histories and familial pain.  The play’s thematic 
compass could, in many respects, be understood as autobiographical, not only in the case of 
Peta Lily, but for all the students involved. 
 
Mirthless also continues that great Australian dramatic tradition of shows about disastrous 
family get-togethers.  The play’s central action takes place in a mythical Brisbane suburban 
estate, Kramned Point.  Bella McGuire, the protagonist, has recently graduated with an Arts 
degree; sensing something wrong at home, she returns to Brisbane from her studies in 
Sydney.  The world she encounters is familiar enough: old school friends, leering neighbours, 
the backyard barbies, a cloying sense of suburban stuckness.  But it is strangely charged, too, 
and she blindly uncovers a series of sordid family truths: Russ, her father, is having an affair 
with Elaine, the girl next door and Bella’s oldest friend, but suffering now from bulimia. 
Bella’s mother Patricia, a washed-out pillhead, is a spook, functioning dramatically somewhat 
like Hamlet’s father: 
 
I burn in fires. Only in the evening can I walk like this…foul crimes, foul crimes.   
But I am forbid to tell the secret, and all these imperfections on my head.  
 
Patricia implores her daughter to find the source of the stench emanating from the swimming 
pool.  Much like both Hamlet and Ben, Bella feels and behaves like an alien, though her 
rebellion is just as obtuse and inarticulate as the lives she mocks.  Her excavation is 
misguided, too, by her somewhat pretentious, privileged demeanour.  Having been away in 
the big smoke, she’s developed something of a superiority complex.  As with many 
homecomers, though, Bella’s return brings to the surface some deep-seated emotions. 
 
The dominant dramatic rhythm the company wished to convey was measured and slow, but 
important in capturing a sense of place.  Queensland time: slow, sticky and humid.  The idea 
of Brisbane as a remembered rather than actual place was important in the play’s evolution, 
and coloured the dramatic world with a slightly provincial quality.  A guitar score, composed 
and played live by student Mark Blackmore, fused a kind of “Paris, Texas” mournfulness with 
the melodic prettiness of Simon and Garfunkel.  Through dialogue, the post-colonial model of 
centre and margin was applied more locally - but also ironically - to locate Sydney as the 
metropolitan ideal. 
 
Typically, Peta Lily works across a variety of forms, from mime to circus to opera, and she 
specialises in her own unique style of comic performance called “Dark Clown”.  She 
approached the Mirthless project using a poor theatre aesthetic, combined with ensemble and 
physical theatre techniques.  All actors remained onstage throughout the performance; when 
not part of the action, the neighbours would be seated, side by side, on white chairs either side 
of the playing area, creating a kind of Victorian-era mood of constant surveillance.  This idea 
was conjured directly from Peta’s own past: she recalls attempting to sunbake as a teenager, 
but feeling vulnerable and exposed because there weren’t enough trees in the backyard.  Her 
neighbours seemed to hover voyeuristically, passing judgement.  The production’s mise-en-
scene captured a quality of empty suburban space, where the openness of the backyard might 
have suggested freedom but actually conveyed aridity.  For Peta, there is a sense in which the 
suburban backyard has the quality of a desolate island, compressing inwards on the nuclear 
family. 
 
The white chairs were multi-purposed, being used for seating, as lawn mowers, a B.B.Q, and 
to mark the edges of the pool.  Downstage featured a strip of real turf, a white pool filter, and 
a white cross, all neatly contained behind a low white picket fence.  The cross signified the 
final resting place of a family pet, whose skull - exhumed by the “New Age pool guy” - turns 
out to be Yorick, their dog, “the only one in the family everybody loved”.  The colour white 
was used prominently to denote the clean, sterile facade of suburban living. Contrasted 
against the black emptiness of the Powerhouse playing space, it also captured some of the 
quality of black and white cinema - again, a formative influence on Peta’s aesthetic.  A large 
cyclorama framed video images of suburbia: gardens, streets, homes, dogs, pools. The 
costumes, flamboyantly bright, were an eclectic mix of fashion from the 1950s to the present. 
 
Peta sees a clear relationship between human physicality and the physical experience of place.  
She remembers the kinds of body habits (posture, stance, carriage) predominant in the 1960s, 
a period she refers to as “a culture of collapse”.  The “beanbag slouch”, a general lack of 
flexibility and muscle tone all seemed to be embodied by Arlo Guthrie in “Alice’s 
Restaurant”, whose wimpiness, she recalls, was revered in certain circles as a sign of 
resistance to “The System”.  It wasn’t until she discovered the Alexander Technique that Peta 
became conscious of managing her own posture at all.  At the same time, she recognises and 
admires a particular quality of physicality in contemporary Queensland performance - a 
quality remarked by many other artists as well.  Peta applied her skills in physical theatre 
throughout the development of Mirthless, using the actors’ bodies, for example, to create a 
half-kidney enclosure representing the pool.  The performing space is like another performer, 
she reminded the students, and can be expanded or compressed through different uses of the 
performing bodies within it. 
 
Video projections of pool water created a warm, seductive blue wash within the space. The 
swimming pool featured not only as the envy of the neighbourhood, but also as a repository, a 
silent witness to the incest, arguments, seduction and bulimic vomiting.  Peta often alluded to 
artist David Hockney and his Paper Pool series.  Hockney describes the swimming pool as a 
“man made container of nature, set in nature which it reflects”. (Hockney, in Stangos:6)  For 
Russ, Bella’s overbearing father, the pool serves as the ultimate marker of suburban status: 
 
It’s got an underground concrete base with a tiled exterior…it was chlorine-based 
but I’m changing to saline…the chemicals are a bit screwed up at the moment 
but it’ll be alright once I get the right pH balance.  And the best is yet to come… 
I’m planning pressure jets, solar heating, a retractable shade cloth and fibre 
optical lights…I think the pool is about me becoming comfortable with old 
age.  Forget the footy, cricket, and the pub…the pool makes home more of a 
domain of personal power…It keeps me at home. 
 
The swimming pool thus became a contradictory space.  While the element of water 
symbolised purity and cleanliness, from deep within came the rancid stench, the outward sign 
of Kramned Point’s rottenness.  And in a climax evoking - but also re-working - Ophelia’s 
death by drowning, the pool became the site of the play’s surprising, disturbing resolution. 
 
The opportunity for this group of Theatre Studies students to work in the professional context 
of the Festival, and at the Powerhouse, was important for its symbolic value, as well as for the 
qualities inherent in the show itself.  The fact that people like John Kotzas, Louisa Robertson 
and Zane Trow backed the project from the outset, without restriction or reservation, is 
testament to the commitment of QPAT and the Powerhouse to nurturing new, experimental 
work of this type.  The project was a challenging, rewarding journey for the students, and will 
be valued as one of the highlights of their undergraduate years.  It was also a vital step 
towards their professional development as individuals.  But Mirthless: A Suburban Seduction 
stands alone in its own right, too, as a boldly original, sophisticated piece of Australian 
theatre.  It incorporated the Hamlet/Graduate references in complex and theatrically skilful 
ways, whilst also picking up the strands of Peta Lily’s own personal archaeology.  In so 
doing, the production continued the tradition of theatrical excavation, exploring tensions 
between surface and repression, and revealing a web of deceit and angst by digging 
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